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Make Joy:
everything you need to know to create a well rounded holiday experience

As we enter into December, we move into high gear for another holiday season, and all that comes along
with it: the joy, the stress, the commercialism, the exhaustion, the magic, the rush... As the month whizzes
along, we tend to get swept away with the tide, and then heave a giant sigh of relief as it passes.

Family traditions are what the most cherished childhood memories are made of. Take the time to sit down
with your beloved to make a calendar of the holiday activities dearest to your family's heart. Discuss your
priorities so that you are able to simplify as much as possible, the days ahead.

Create two lists: Things you think you have to do, and things you want to do. The idea of this exercise is to
take some of the pressure off.

For example,  do you truly hate the office Christmas party?  If so, why take the time from your family to put
yourself through that?  Are you sending cards because you want to, or do you feel obligated to?  Can it wait
until the beginning of the year, or even Valentines Day? I used to start at the beginning of my address book
one year and at the end the next.
If you can bring yourself to leave the TV off, not only will you have created more time for yourselves, you
will cut down on the whining for this or that without the constant exposure to commercials.

Even if you do not participate in the religious aspect of the
Holiday, share with your child the Story of Christmas. It is
a basic element in the culture of our society.

Coincidental with  the  Christmas holiday season is the
Jewish celebration of Chanukah, or Hanukkah.. There are
many good stories and books about this important holi-
day. Don't forget the valuable resource we have in the
Public Library.

When things start becoming too frantic in your house, take a little break for a read with your children. The
investment of your time will pay off and they will return the time you need to complete your task!

Above all, keep in mind that Time is the greatest gift you can give your family.

To this day, our  grown sons insist  upon  watching  A Charlie  Brown Christmas  and the  old Grinch cartoon
once they have returned home for the holidays. As we decorate the tree, they pick out the ornaments they
have each received over the years, and reminisce about growing up together. We still gather in the kitchen
to make my great grandmother's cookies, and drink wassail with childhood friends.  Each Christmas
morning they sit cramped in the stairwell, until we are all ready and the annual photo shoot documents
their anticipation- not of what they will receive, but reaction to gifts they have chosen for each other.  And
in my mind, there is a time lapse vision of my childhood, and those of my parents and grandparents, as well
as future generations, for I'm certain that the  boys will take these traditions into their new lives.

Here's wishing you and yours a blessed Holiday Season filled with love and the warmest of memories…
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By whittling down your To Do List, you allow more time for the things that are
meaningful to you and yours. The following ideas are simple, fun, and inexpen-
sive.

● Make Christmas cookies. Don't have time? Use the
ready made cookie dough found in the dairy case.

● Make a gingerbread house. Graham crackers and
canned frosting make an easy shortcut!

● Rather than hosting an elaborate party, gather a
group of friends to go Christmas caroling and invite
them  in for cookies and wassail- a traditional hot spiced fruit punch.

● Go to a tree farm or ask a friend with land for permission to have a
winter woodland adventure, perhaps even to cut your own tree.

● Start a collection of ornaments for each child, letting him/her pick
out or make a new one each year.  This creates a store of wonderful
memories to be taken into their adult lives.

● Take an “oh and aahh ride” to check out the Christmas light displays
around the village.

● Pick out a few select holiday videos and avoid those commercials!
● Make snowflakes with cut paper or pipe cleaners and bits of lace.

These make lovely tree ornaments and are great with gift tags!
● Make paper chains.  Making one with each ring having the number

of days till Christmas is a manageable project for preschoolers,
while older kids will spend ours making chains to drape
all over the house! Glue sticks are fantastic for this
project.

● Make your own wrapping paper using post consumer
newsprint or fabric, and gift tags using old greeting
cards.

● Make something special for your child. Keep it simple:
a drawstring bag, a travel pillow, a painted tee shirt, a
bird house, a card...  Gifts made by you especially for
them are the ones they remember.

● Start a family collection of Christmas music. Make it varied to
include traditional choral, orchestral, pop, and world music, and
talk about how they are different.

Basking in the Glow of Family Tradition
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Year after year the desire to give my children their world on a silver platter must be reconciled with my reluctance to become
an over-active participant in the snowballing commercialism of the holiday season. In looking back at what my kids most
treasured, it was the simple things: the blocks, a  stuffed animal, puzzles, their own personal stash of art supplies, new
pajamas, and books- not to mention all the cool boxes and bows and wrapping paper!! They did not watch commercial TV so
their desires came from the heart. Once, as we walked downtown the day after Thanksgiving to see Santa arrive at his little
house on Main Street, I wondered what one thing they would ask for: “ a purple Koosh ball”; “a cow bell”; “a candy cane- I have
lots of toys already”

As you shop for your kids, keep this in mind. So many of the toys out there promote violence, stifle creativity, and lead to
intense frustration when they break within three days. How often have we spent a fortune on something that could not be
lived without, only to have it forgotten and stashed in a closet after the novelty has worn off. With the economy in its current
state, what better time to introduce (perhaps again) the simple pleasures?

Children need to understand that the holidays are not all about what's in it for them.

● Participate in Project Christmas. Choose a tag from one of the  Christmas Trees found in grocery and department
stores and banks. Help your child select an appropriate gift; or help with the packing and/or delivery of boxes.

● Make a donation to the Food Pantry through the school, your church, Tops...
● As a family, choose a charity to send a contribution to.
● Don't forget the Salvation Army Santas: They are out there ringing for contributions no matter

what the  weather! The Salvation Army often enlists families to participate in their bell ringing campaign.
● Invite a lonely neighbor to share a holiday dinner.

While you are making plans to create a magical season for the children, remember to put the emphasis on giving. Don't
forget those people who truly need your help.

● a tote or drawstring bag with fabric paint or markers, in which to carry
their “stuff”
● a special book accompanied by an audio tape of you narrating the story
● a dress up suitcase full of clothes, hats, jewelry, ties, vests, boas, face
paint, costumes...
● a creative art kit consisting of a wide variety of art supplies
● a memory game made of snapshots (double prints) of your child
● a bucket of ingredients, including recipes for play dough, bubbles, finger paint, etc.
● a tool box full of safe miscellaneous tools, measuring devices, child-sized apron,

                              and a whole supply of wood pieces
● a coupon book made by you with special coupons highlighting

special activities, privileges, fun foods, etc.
● a gardening kit made up of gardening tools, various seeds,

flower pots, soil, gloves, and a watering can in a sturdy basket
● a jewelry or treasure box kit that you put together consisting of

a plain wooden box to decorate, and a variety of decorative
items like gemstones, glitter, lace, sparkles, beads, etc. (and
don't forget the tacky glue!)

Putting the Heart in Gift Giving
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Children love the opportunity to get creative, and making special presents for those
most dear to them. When kids have made gifts that they feel excited about, they
experience on a heartfelt level that it is more blessed to give than to receive.

●Make your own wrapping paper, gift tags, cards... (paint, rubber-
stamp, potato print, sponge, markers...)
●Make picture frames for those school pictures.  Use craft sticks, buy
a matte frame and decorate it with paint, seeds, or bits of paper...
●Make clay beads for Grandma
●Decorate a canvas lunch bag

● Let your child find a rock to paint for a paper weight
● Paint a shirt, or apron, or pair of sneakers
● Make a Box of Love.  Decorate a small box and fill it with kisses
● Help your child make cranberry relish, fudge, other gifts from the kitchen...
● Weave potholders
● Encourage your child to put extra effort into a special picture for framing or

matting
● Make place cards for holiday gathering
●   Make a collage with old holiday greeting cards; or weave place mats with

construction paper, decorate with stickers, and cover with clear contact paper.

Gifts and Projects to Make with Your Child

Making a Huge Difference

Have you ever given somebody a goat for Christmas?  How about some bees, ducks, or a water
buffalo?  Growing Places is hoping to do so by making a donation to the Heifer Project this year.
Heifer Project International is a nonprofit organization committed to providing families and
communities in developing countries with a means to earn a living.  Providing a family with
some type of livestock, the Heifer Project teaches the family how to care for the animals and how
to use the animals to generate income. A goat provides milk and offspring for sale, bees provide
honey, ducks produce eggs and offspring.  A family who receives livestock through the Heifer
Project must contribute back to the community by giving some offspring to another family in
the community.  You can learn more about the Heifer Project at www.heiferproject.org
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Having grown up with Santa, I will always treasure the
sense of magic and wonder bestowed upon me as a
child.  There is nothing that compares with childhood
recollections of the Santa experience.

Discovering the truth when the time comes, can be
painful.  Yet those who want to perpetuate the notion
of the bearded man in red for as long as possible, are
willing to go to certain lengths in order to maintain the
deception.

My children were raised with a very strong Santa
presence.  We told the boys that they could ask Santa
for one thing (“a purple koosh ball” “a nutcracker” “a cow
bell” “just a candy cane- I have lots of toys already...”.)

They would write letters to leave with cookies and milk
(and carrots!) on the mantle, and come down in the
morning to find crumbs and carrot top on the letter
Santa had left for them. Of course, the handwriting was
disguised.

We were involved in a Project Christmas of sorts, and as
the wrapping was being done by several people at our
home one year, the preschoolers were enlisted as
“Santa's elves”

Several years later, we saw Santa on the street right after
he had run out of candy canes; my youngest and I
decided to be “elves”and replenish his supply. The
eldest, on the verge of disbelief, was shocked  when
Santa told the boys that he remembered the time when
their big brother was one of his elves.

When I was a little girl, my older brother and sister
wanted me to remain oblivious to the facts for another
year, and together schemed to awaken me to the

sounds of reindeer  hooves and sleigh bells.  To this day
I am able to vividly recall that magical moment. Hence
the perpetuation of my deceitful actions.

When asked by my children, I told them that I believed
in Santa, for one of the perks of having kids is seeing the
world once again through the eyes of a child, and the
magic had indeed returned.

I recounted the time I was a little girl  and woke up in
the middle of the night because I heard Santa on the
roof!

A year or two later, I confessed I wasn't really sure about
the actual Santa Claus, but that I think Santa Claus is
that feeling we have when we come down the stairs to
lit tree and stockings on Christmas morning and are so
excited to give each other the gifts we have for them.

As children become older, eventually the need to know
the truth becomes stronger than the desire to believe,
and we are faced with the ultimate “yes”or “no”
question: “are you Santa Claus?” “no, I'm your mother.”
“Do you fill our stockings and write from Santa on the
presents?” “Well...”

My son was rather devastated by the truth, yet insisted
on letting the others maintain their delusion, and
became an active participant in making that happen.
The others never asked.  We learned later that they had
discovered the packaging to their gifts in the attic.

As for myself, I was in third grade when I recognized my
mother's handwriting.  I don't remember feeling partic-
ularly lied to, but I was disappointed; and  Christmas
lost that magical glow. Was it worth it?  Absolutely.

One of the many quandaries a parent is faced with, is whether or not to bring Santa Claus
into the holiday tradition.  There are many reasons for not wanting to do so:

● Most people view Santa as exclusive to the Christian religion.
● It is believed that Santa Claus has nothing to do with the true meaning of Christmas,

or that he is incompatible with the Christian values they hold.
● Santa is the embodiment of the commercialism and materialistic values so

prevalent in our society.
● It is perceived as the Biggest Lie ever told children by their parents (right up there

with the assurance that going to the dentist is “fun”

The Santa Dilemma
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Christmas Mourning
and Memories

My mother loved the holidays. She took great pleasure in creating a festive
household: elaborately decorating our home with tasteful centerpieces
and garlands, candles everywhere aglow from sundown to bedtime; house
redolent with the mouth watering aromas of Christmas cookies and
wassail as we strung popcorn and cranberries to strains of the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir and the Boston Pops drifting through the house. She
loved having various friends and neighbors in; preparing for family to
arrive and planning gourmet Christmas dinners to lavish upon her
beloved.

In 1996 Mom lost her battle with cancer 10 days before her birthday, and 2 ½ weeks before Christmas. Until the
time of her death, each holiday celebration had been an extension of former joys, as I tried to recreate for my
children the magic I experienced as a youngster.

Tradition creates a bridge from the past to the present. Upon the loss of a crucial element of
the past, that bridge seems to collapse, leaving us to wonder how on earth we can carry on.

Since my mother had been the cornerstone of what the holidays meant to me, it just seemed
too excruciatingly painful to carry on, and every year the season's celebration became a chore.
Decorations remained in the attic, cookies unbaked.

But life goes on, and carry on we must, particularly if there are children involved.

 When we are in mourning, the pain becomes unbearable. As much as we wish to escape the anguish, it is
necessary to face it before we can move beyond it. When the feelings come, let them. It is not necessary to put
up a front; let people know if you're having a tough day. Don't hide your feelings from children in an effort to be
strong for them or to protect them. You'll only be teaching them to deny their own feelings.

It is best not isolate yourself too much. You may not feel much like celebrating, but accepting a few invitations
to spend time with close friends or family can provide great comfort.

Some of us are inclined to turn to drink. Alcohol is a depressant, so drinking serves only to worsen the heartache,
not to mention all the other complications created by substance abuse.

Families can spend so many years following the same patterns and routines that
we forget the
se traditions were made by others, suitable to their experience. Customs created
under different circumstances may no longer be appropriate for the newly
bereaved and it becomes necessary to make changes in the routine.

Change and adjustment are essential for those in mourning. The early stages of
grief require new practices. Even customs "set in stone" need to be modified. We
need to remember to include other grieving members of the family, especially
children, in the decisions regarding family custom. (Continued on next page)
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Incorporate the memory of your dearly departed
into the holidays: Share your favorite stories over
dinner. Make a toast or light a candle in
remembrance. Making a contribution to a favorite
charity, donating a book to the library or making a
plan to plant a tree in their memory is of great
solace. This in itself may become part of your
revised holiday tradition.

Several years after she died, the idea of honoring
my mother by celebrating her birthday was
presented. Dinner on that date, consisting of her
favorite holiday fare has since become part of our
amended family tradition. Last year my sister
mailed a package with instructions to open it on
Mom's birthday. It contained a beautiful old photo
of her taken during the holidays, along with a cd
of her favorite jazz band. It was as if my mother
was in the room with us.

Traditions bind families and societies tightly to
one another. But altering our traditions to suit our
current state of affairs makes sense. Each mo-
ment, each stage of life, demands its own customs
and its own rituals. For while family tradition
serves to build a bridge from the past to the pres-
ent, adaptation of custom is necessary to take us
into the future. *

Wassail

This hot spiced fruit punch has traditionally  been
served to carolers.  It’s so warm and comforting, and
has been part of our family tradition for 35 years.

  1/2 gallon apple cider
  1 quart cranberry juice
  2 cups orange juice
  1/4 cup (real) maple syrup
  2 tsp. Cinnamon
  1 tsp. Nutmeg
  1 tsp. Cloves

Heat on stove and mix well before serving. Best if
made a day in advance.

Great Grandmother Gracie's
Jumbles

Preheat oven to 375*

2 cups sugar
3/4  lb butter

  4 cups flour
  2 eggs
  1/2 tsp. Salt
  1 tbsp. vanilla

Mix. Refrigerate several hours.  Roll fairly thick.  Bake
for 8-10 min or until edges are golden.

This exceptional cookie is better left without decora-
tions and made a day in advance.

Christmas Mourning and
Memories continued
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Recommended Reading

Variations on the Christmas Story

● Little Benjamin and the First Christmas-
               Betty Forell

● The Story of Christmas for Children-
               Beverly Rae Wiersum

● Amahl and the Night Visitors-
               Gian Carlo Menotti

●The Donkey's Dream-
   Barbara Helen Berger
●The Christmas Story-
   Carol Heyer (retold)
●The Christmas Story-
    Jane Werner (retold)
● Bright Christmas -
   Andrew Clements

Christmas Celebrations

● Christmas in the Big Woods-  Laura Ingalls Wilder
● A Little House Christmas-  Laura Ingalls Wilder
● Amish Christmas, An-  Richard Ammon
● Child's Christmas in Wales, A-  Dylan Thomas
● Birds' Xmas Carol, The- Kate Douglas Wiggin
● Ellis Island Christmas, An-  Maxinne Rhea Leighton
● Addy's Surprise: A Christmas Story-   Connie Porter
● Christmas in the Big House, Christmas in the
        Quarters-  P. C. and F. L. McKissack
● Too Many Toys-  Betty Clark
● Christmas at Long Pond- William T.  George

Christmas Around the World

● The Legend of Pointsettia-  Tomie dePaola
●
● The Legend of Old Befana- Tomie dePaola
● The Night of Las Posadas- Tomie dePaola
● The Legend of the First Poinsettia- Joanne

Oppenheim
● Life: Christmas Around the World
● Christmas Around the World- Mary D. Lankford
● A Kenya Christmas- Tony Johnston
● Merry Christmas, Everywhere!- Arlene Eribach
● N is for Navidad- Susan Middleton Elya

More Stories

● The Night Before Christmas-  Clement Clarke Moore
● Letters from Father Christmas-  J.R.R. Tolkien
● Christmas Miracle of Jonathon Toomey-
                                              Susan Wojciechowski
● A Wish to Be a Christmas Tree-  Colleen Monroe
● Christmas Day Kitten-  James Herriot
● The Polar Express   Chris Van Allsburg
● Christmas Trolls-  Jan Brett
● Babar and Father Christmas-  Jean de Brunhoff
● Little Tree-  e.e.cummings
● On Christmas Eve-  Margaret Wise Brown
● Wild Christmas Reindeer, The-  Jan Brett
● I Smell Christmas- Mercer Mayer
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Here’s a cool idea!!
The mission of the National Audubon Society is to conserve and
restore natural ecosystems, focusing on birds and other wildlife for
the benefit of humanity and the earth's biological diversity.  During
the Christmas holiday, people all over the country participate in a
bird census of sorts, keeping track of types and numbers of birds
seen in your area during a specified time period.  For information
on how you and your family can participate, go to
www.audubon.org.

Get your child involved by stringing popcorn and cranberries. Stale, unsalted popcorn is best. Cut an orange in half
and remove the fruit. The remaining skin forms a cup ideal for holding bird seed. Hang the seed filled “cup”from a tree
and birds will be attracted to the bright color! String bits of dried doughnut, bread, and pieces of fruit (orange, apple,
raisins) to add to variety and make interesting decorations for the shrubs on your property. Discarded Christmas trees
may be relegated to the back yard for this purpose.

Recycling the Christmas Tree

Pinecone Treat
4 1/2 cups rendered suet
1 cup dried and crumbled whole wheat
bread
1/2 cup shelled sunflower seeds 
1/4 cup millet
1/4 cup raisins or chopped dried apples

1.Melt suet in a saucepan over low heat.
2.Mix the rest of the ingredients together
in a large bowl.

String Treats
String cranberries with apricots, dates,
etc.  I make vertical treats to hang in tree...
the are layered fruit with a popsicle stick
at the bottom of the fruit chain so the bird
has a perch!

Peanut butter pudding

Peanut butter is a good substitute for suet in the summer. Mix
one part peanut butter with five parts corn meal and stuff the
mixture into holes drilled in a hanging log or into the crevices
of a large pinecone. This all-season mixture attracts
woodpeckers, chickadees, titmice, and warblers.
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The spectacular beauty of winter is not always as obvious as it is after a fresh snowfall, or
when the trees glisten with ice. But if you look closely, you will see muted splendor in the
reds, browns, golds, and forest green of garden and roadside brush.

On closer observation, you will see that winter vegetation is aflutter with wildlife. Squir-
rels frolic in the trees and scrabble about in search of hidden nuts; birds flock seeking
nourishment.

In order for the birds to survive through winter, they need a sufficient food supply to maintain their high body
temperature.  Scarcity of food causes a drop in body temperature, often leading a bird to freeze to death.

During the winter, woodpeckers, nuthatches, and chickadees scavenge for hibernating insects in
crevices and openings in trees. They benefit from the supplementation of suet (available in meat and
pet supply departments of the grocery store). Finches, sparrows, blue jays, juncos, and grosbeaks
munch on shrub berries, tree and weed seeds, and flock to seed feeders.

Children love to observe nature, and  setting up a feeding station in your back yard will provide a
valuable service to the wildlife in your neighborhood, as well as a memorable learning experience for
you and your children. Easy access to binoculars and a field guide for bird identification further
enhance the experience.

● Make a trip to the library, and check out a field guide on birds to determine what kinds of seed attract which
type of bird.  Before long your family will be identifying bird by bird. Even toddlers will no longer exclaim “look
at the birdie” but “look at the nuthatch!” or “look at the junco!”

● Look for tracks left behind by our feathered friends. You will notice that ground varieties of birds (pigeons,
starlings, crows, pheasants) have alternating imprints, while hopping or perching birds (sparrows, blue jays,
finches, juncos) leave paired tracks in the snow.

The delight on little faces as they learn to recognize the different varieties of birds provides one of those “snapshots”we
keep in our mind for years to come. My little friend Kyle was thrilled to observe, “hat chickadee knows it's name!”  My
eldest became such nature enthusiast that he would save his allowance for weeks and then agonize over which field
guide to buy next.

When feeding the birds, squirrels can be a tremendous annoyance as they pilfer
the food you have intended for the birds. There are special feeders which make
it difficult for them to raid seed set out for the birds. A left-over handful of holiday
nuts, or wildlife food found in the bird seed section of stores, will help to distract
the squirrels. Observe how they communicate “through the grapevine” as these
bushy tailed critters scamper from all over the neighborhood within minutes  of
discovering these treats!

If you decide to feed the birds, please remember!  They  will become accustomed
to feeding in your yard, and may starve if they are disappointed. If you plan to
be away, get a neighbor to care for them in your absence. Also, the object is to
keep the birds, and not the neighborhood cats, nourished and satisfied!  Be sure
to put a bell on your Kitty's collar, and encourage your neighbors to do the same!

Children are for the birds!
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Latkes

2 cups grated raw potatoes
4 tbsp finely chopped onion
1 tsp salt
2 large eggs lightly beaten
3 tbsp fine dried breadcrumbs
Fresh ground black pepper to taste
oil and butter

applesauce
sour cream

Peel and grate 3 large potatoes and
press the excess water out
thoroughly.  Measure out  2 1/2 cups
grated potatoes. Stir in the chopped
onion, salt. eggs and crumbs. Add
more crumbs if too moist. Grate in
black pepper to taste

Heat a large heavy skillet and melt
some butter with equal amount
vegetable oil to make 4 inch of fat.
Drop the pancake batter in by
heaping spoonfuls and flatten
slightly with back of spoon.  Fry until
crisp and brown on both sides.
Serve very hot with cold sour cream
and apple sauce. Serves 3 to 4.

Coincidental with the Christmas holiday season is the Jewish Celebration of
Hanukkah.

Every Jewish community has its unique Hanukkah traditions,  but there are
some traditions that  are almost universally practiced.  Every year it is
customary to commemorate the miracle of the Hanukkah oil by lighting

candles on a menorah.  The menorah is lit every night for eight nights.

A popular Hanukkah game is spinning the dreidel, which is a
four-sided top with Hebrew letters written on each side.  Gelt,  which
are chocolate coins covered with tin foil,  are part of this game.

Because Hanukkah celebrates the miracle of oil (a one day supply
lasting for eight days), it is traditional to eat fried foods such as latkes and
sufganiyot during the holiday.  Latkes are pancakes made out of potatoes and
onions,  which are fried in oil and then served with applesauce and sour cream.
Sufganiyot  (singular. sufganiyah)  are jelly-filled donuts that are fried and
sometimes dusted with confectioners' sugar before eating.

Recommended reading

● Hanukkah,  Oh, Hanukkah:  A Treasury of Stories, Songs and
Games to Share,  by Wendy Wax

● Hanukkah!,  by Roni Schotter

● The Chanukah Guest,  by Eric Kimmel

● Asher and the Capmakers;  by Eric Kimmel

● Hershel and the Hanuklkah Goblins,  by Eric Kimmel

● The Family Treasury of Jewish Holidays, by Malka  Drucker

● Spin the Dreidel, by Alexandra Cooper

● My First Menorah, by Selina Yoon

● Hanukkah (My Own Holidays), by Cathy Goldberg Fishman

● Moishe's Miracle: A Hanakkah Story, by Laura Kraus Melmed

● My First Hanukkah Board Book, DK Publishing
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We have so much to learn from young children.
While we are quick to judge a person by their
outward appearance, kids are busy making friends
with other little people regardless of their physical
characteristics.  If any aspect of a potential friend
piques their curiosity, they have no qualms about
coming out with it: “What is that mark on your face?”

Prejudice and discrimination against a certain group
of people is most often the result of fear and
misunderstanding. While some people welcome
diversity in the people they associate with, others
are hesitant due to various preconceptions or not
understanding a different culture. Whether a child
grows up to be tolerant, or to judge people merely
because they are of a certain race or religion or
nationality, is largely dependent on what is being
modeled at home.

In this day and age, it is critical to think globally and
to help our kids grow up with an awareness and
appreciation of the world outside of our sheltered
community.  Given that many of us have grown up
in a small town with little ethnic diversity, we must
go to greater lengths to expose our children to the
gorgeous patchwork of ethnicity that makes up our
world.

We live in an increasingly diverse society. The
differences that come from people from all over the
world enrich our culture. Success in today's world
depends on being able to understand, appreciate,
and work with others.  The person who learns to be
open to differences will have more opportunities in
education, business, and many other aspects of life.

There are many ways to subject children to the differences that exist
among people, fostering an openness, respect and acceptance of
people for who they are, while broadening our own experience.

● Listen to world music:  Putamayo has a magnificent series of CD's
that are a good introduction and are widely available.  Some of
them are geared specifically for children, but they are all fun to
listen to and even proclaim “guaranteed to make you feel good”!

● There are countless ethnic folk tales and stories about children
in different parts of the world. Dorling-Kindersly has several
books about what it is like growing up in other countries (Children
Just Like Me: Celebrations; A Life Like Mine; A School Like Mine);
and the Williamson Little Hand Series has some multicultural craft
and cook books.

● Foreign children's movies are available for rental on DVD,  with
subtitles, and dubbed in English and other languages.

● GoogleTranslate is an invaluable resource for teaching your
children a few basic phrases (hello, good bye, please and thank
you, excuse me, are you okay?) in various languages, the most
common being French, Spanish, Swahili, Arabic, and Mandarin
Chinese.  For a more comprehensive experience,  language
learning software allows for home study of almost any language.

● Go to ethnic restaurants:  you will experience a new variety of
flavors as well as unusual ways of eating.

Keep your eyes and ears open for various exhibits and
performances being held in area museums. For example,
Memorial Art Gallery in Rochester has an interactive series of
annual cultural celebrations, including Hispanic/Latino Heritage
Month, Kwanzaa, Black History Month, and Asian Pacific American
Family Day, offering international exhibits and demonstrations,
family art activities, music and dance performances and
storytelling.

● Sponsor a child through ChildFund International.  This will provide
an opportunity to develop a pen pal relationship with a child in
another country

● Befriend someone of another culture living in your community.
Arrange to share customs and stories about growing up in
different countries and traditions.

Children of the World


